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• What are Lucity Dashboards? 
 

• How Can They Be Used? 
 

• How Can They Be Used as Part of Quality 
Control? 
 

• What are Advance Filters? 
 

• What are the Best Practices for ‘Fixing’ 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lucity released Dashboards for many reasons. Clients wanted a way to perform work on Intranets and Make Lucity Available in an easier format for Workers and Supervisors. One of the greatest advantages of the Dashboard over PC Clients, in my opinion, is the ability to have many filters available on one screen. Through the use of Dashboards there is no longer a need to keep filtering to get what you want on a normal basis. Dashboards allow many filters to be used and a way to ‘fine tune’ a search to get exactly what you need. Now a supervisor can see the Status of Work Orders are open an Who has responsibility for the WO.  Reports needed for Day-To-Day operations can be made available without time consuming steps. In the above Dashboard example a crew can see what work orders are open and parts are checked out or not checked out.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time a supervisor or department director can see what is going on very quickly and easily. Through the use of multiple dashboards various functions within an organization can be separated out. In the above example there are 10 separate Dashboards for the Stormwater Department. Each section or job responsibility have their own Dashboards. Administration only lists the Requests that have come into Lucity through the Web Citizen Web site. The Admin people can then route the requests to the supervisor who needs to take care of the issue. Flood Control’s Dashboard only has those items they need, such as, all the Conduits and Structures they have to make sure are open when storms hit and the Parks list, which is used to manage Floodway Mowing. The Pumps and Generators Dashboard lists all the Pumps, Pump Stations, and Generators that they need to keep working. This goes on for all the different dashboards used. But, the one dashboard that all Stormwater people have as part of the Dashboard list is the Stormwater Work Quality Control Dashboard.
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Quality Control Items 
• Filter for Common WO Errors 

 
• Unusual WO Errors 

 
• Drill By Important Factors 

• Supervisor 
• Type of WO 
• Category 
• Problem 
• Main Task 
• Priority 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first filters should be Most Common Errors, such as, No Start or End Dates; Hours are Not in Standard fields; Missing Task Units or Dates; Zero Hours for Employees, Equipment or Materials; etc… Task codes, Materials, Problems, Equipment, etc… not assigned or available for a specific department. Drilling down into found quality control issues is very important. This allows for researching the problem quickly and easily. By having a dashboard with the quality control items, supervisors/leads have the ability to see problems before the issue goes too far down the memory path. By drilling down by supervisor or lead it also reduces time for the WO creator/modifier to find problems. They will know as soon as it comes within the scope of the Quality Control Dashboard. This will also be used as a natural training tool, in that people don’t like to see their names on a list especially for errors. Those in charge of the WO’s will be more careful when filling out the WOs making sure all the data is correct and filled out completely.
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WKORDER  WHERE (WKORDER.WO_CAT_CD LIKE '2%' and WO_ID in (Select WR_WO_ID 
FROM WKRESRCE where (WR_UNITS_OT > 0 OR WR_UNITS_R > 0) AND WR_UNITS >= 
0)) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advance filters can be constructed to determine unique problems. In the above example the filter needed to find all the Work Order from the Stormwater Department that had any entries in the Work Orders resource section that had hours in the Overtime or Regular fields. Since Stormwater only uses the NORM field it was important to identify any hours or units in the Regular or Overtime fields. The above SQL Script looks for any Category Codes beginning with ‘2’, which is what all Stormwater Categories start with, then it finds any resources with units greater than ‘0’. Filters can get very complicated and should be checked, double checked, and then checked again to ensure they are returning the data requried.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work orders are not the only Lucity Module that can benefit from Quality Control Checks, it is just the most obvious.  Inventory items can also be Quality Checked. In the above Dashboard Conduits and Structures are being Quality Checked. Filters ensuring that there is at least one inspection on the assets or that certain conditions are met. IN a prior class I talked about an SSIS package that automatically adds pictures taken by a contracted vendor to Stormwater Structures. In the above Inventory Quality Control dashboard under Structures a filter checks to see how many structures do NOT have an attachment therefore does not have a picture on file for that specific structure. If an inventory item requries certain fields then filters can be constructed to ensure those fields are filled out or if an asset is a certain type of asset and it should match up with a certain attribute, then a filter can be constructed to ensure that is done.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Whenever dealing with assets there is never one method that will catch all errors and problems. Reports are another method that can help catch errors/mistakes. In the above Dashboard it shows two reports the Stormwater Conduits Circular Reference and Conduits Duplicate Records reports. Conduits should run from one to another, most of the time at a slight incline, a circular reference is when one record identifies as being upstream/hooked to a 2nd record and that 2nd record indicates it is upstream/hooked to the 1st record. It goes round and round in circles. Although this situation is impossible in real life, where data is concerned it is very possible as is seen above. Duplicate records are just that two separate records that say the same thing. By placing these reports on the Dashboard, they are in the open and can be easily seen by the people responsible for researching and fixing the problems.
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Fixing Errors ‘Best Practices’ 
• Two Sets of Eyes 

 
• Organizational/Department Procedures 

 
• Training 

 
• Knowledgeable Lucity Users & IT Staff  

 
• Finding Errors ASAP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Best Practices’ is a term used a lot and cannot be easily defined. What works for one organization or department may not work effectively for another. Above are just some of the general ‘Best Practices’ that I have found work pretty good under almost any circumstance.Two Sets of Eyes – if two people look at the same piece of data, usually if something is wrong one will pick it up. Simple things are always missed by a creator that will be seen by someone else. And when a person knows something is going to be reviewed usually they are more careful in putting in data.Procedures – When procedures are written down and followed then errors and mistakes are greatly reduced. Most errors are when someone forget an item or didn’t follow written procedures, such as training manuals. Training manuals are written procedures and should be used as such as also should be reviewed regularly to ensure they are still relevant and in step with any changes that have occurred since the last review.Training – One of the first items to be reduced in any down sizing event is training. It is overhead so most think it can be reduced without any problems. But, when reduced employee count or more work for the same amount of employees training is the one thing that will help in ensuring that the steps being performed are correct. When people are trained they will spot problems in procedures. Work arounds that can cause problems are found and can be corrected before they become common place. Nothing worse than we have always one it that way and when checked further down the line someone has to correct it because it has always been done that way and we have always had to correct it. Sounds stupid but I am sure everyone can find an instance when that has happened where they work. Proper training can identify these situations and have them corrected.Knowledgeable Staff – Lucity Users who know the system, know how to enter data and retrieve information are the most important part of the process. Without users the system is nothing.  Users enter data and get out information for management. It makes no sense not to include them as an important part of Best Practices. IT also has a big part in quality control and finding problems where Lucity is concerned. They have the tools and keys to unlock the haze surrounding most systems. With good IT staff and Trained Knowledgeable Lucity Users the system can perform what seem like miracles.Finding Errors ASAP – This seems like a no brainer, but how do you identify the problems as soon as possible? This is done through all the above. When all the above items are implemented and followed then problems & errors are found and corrected as soon as they appear.
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